Meet & Greet Checklist

Pet Name: ___________________________ Date: ___________________________

🔍 Discuss the pet’s personality

Unique quirks and habits
- What’s their favorite toy or game?
- Does the pet get worried or anxious when left alone?
- Are they protective of their toys or food?
- Is the pet an escape artist?
- Does the pet tend to steal food off tables and counters?

Behavior with new people and pets
- Does the pet like other animals? Dogs? Cats?
- Is the pet okay around kids?

Potty Training
- Is the pet house trained?
- Do they have occasional accidents when excited or nervous?
- Do they sometimes act differently in new spaces or with new people?

✍️ Go over care instructions

Routine
- When do they usually eat?
- What’s their potty break or litter box cleaning schedule?
- Does the pet get regular walks or playtime?
- Are treats expected at certain times?

Medications and allergies
- If the pet takes medication: what kind and when is it administered?
- Does the pet have any allergies?

Health History
- Does the pet have any health issues to keep in mind?
- Is the provided vet information on Rover up to date?